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THITSAWORKS 

Customer Service Specialist 

 
ThitsaWorks Solutions Myanmar Co., Ltd. is a financial technology company based in Myanmar 

that provides financial technology solutions for Microfinance Institutions and other financial 

institutions to collect, manage and analyze data needed to run effective operations and 

manage risks. ThitsaWorks is passionate about solving complex business and social challenges 

using data as a tool. 

 

ThitsaWorks believes that poverty can be solved and that if the poor have access to capital, 

they will be able to retain the returns of their labor and be empowered to rise out of poverty. 

 

ThitsaWorks also believes that technology is a vital tool in making this happen. It wants to help 

financial institutions in Myanmar grow and reach out to the unbanked population and believes 

that financial inclusion can end poverty. 

 

Customer Service Specialist works as a member of Customer Service Team and reports to the 

Head of Customer Service. 

 

Responsibilities 

 Provide technical and non-technical product support to financial institutions with 

ThitsaWorks solutions; 

 Provide training and presentations on the use of ThitsaWorks solutions to manage their 

daily operations; 

 Monitor and respond to incoming customer service requests via phones or ticketing 

systems; 

 Build relationships with stakeholders in financial institutions; 

 Maintain a customer relationship management database; 

 Increase overall customers satisfaction by meeting and exceeding customer support 

metrics and service levels; 

 Communicate clearly with people from both technical and non-technical backgrounds; 

and  

 Achieve an expert working knowledge of ThitsaWorks solutions (ThitsaWorks will 

provide trainings). 
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THITSAWORKS 

Requirements 
 

 Final Year Students or Fresh Graduates from IT field  

 Bachelor of Computer Science (or) any other degree with proven experience in IT or 

related fields is a plus. 

 Age under 30 is preferable. 

 Capable of using Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Visio/Workflow, Project, and 

PowerPoint); 

 Must be a flexible team player and able to learn and work effectively under pressure. 

 Fluent in both written and spoken English and Myanmar; 

 Problem-solving and troubleshooting skills; 

 Good communication, presentation, and interpersonal skills; and 

 Basic Accounting and Financial knowledge. 

 

Candidates who are independent and can work in a team spirit with above qualifications are 

invited to submit an updated CV and a cover letter to recruitment@thitsaworks.com. 

 

Office Address: Sky View Tower, No. 28 (A) Kyauk Kone Street, Room#701, Yankin Township, 

Yangon 11081, Myanmar. 
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